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Abstract
Many New Zealand middle and upper primary students, struggle with writing.
This is a challenge, as research shows a continuing downward trend in writing
standards as children move across the grades. Therefore, it is helpful to know whether
children can write better narratives after appropriate instruction so that writing
achievement can be improved. Previous research has found that teaching story
structure in a very explicit way improves narrative writing quality and quantity but
few studies have been done in New Zealand classrooms. Hence the present study.
Participants were initially 50 children from a country school and a city school. The
study started with 50 children from two classrooms in schools, one in the country and
one in the city. Of these, 41 children completed all the assessments, 18 in the country
school and 23 children in the city school. Initial data from the schools about the
children in terms of ethnicity, gender, and writing achievement enabled the researcher
to assign children randomly either to an experimental group or control group. The
experimental group received writing instruction that focused on aspects such as
setting, characters, plot, and theme. The control group received writing instruction
that focused less on structure and more on main ideas and using literary elements.
Both groups received tuition in how to use a story planner as a guide when writing.
The lessons ran daily, for an hour at a time, for three days. The classroom teacher
taught the experimental group and the researcher taught the control group. Children
wrote three stories across five days. The results showed that the story structure
intervention did have an effect on children’s writing of stories in the country school
but the effect was smaller in the city school. The discussion focuses on possible
reasons for this.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Statement of the problem
In recent years, researchers have found that New Zealand middle and upper
primary children struggle to achieve National Standards in writing (Dix, Cawkwell &
Locke, 2011, Thomas & Ward, 2010, 2011; Ward & Thomas,2012, 2013, 2015). As
children progress through the grades there is a continuing decline in the percentage of
children achieving national standards in writing. A possible explanation for some of
this difficulty with writing is that children do not know how to apply structure when
writing a good story (Calfee & Patrick, 1995; Dymock & Nicholson, 2015; Juel, 1988).
Teaching story structure strategies may well address this problem.
Elements of story structure
Story structure (sometimes called story grammar) is a way of describing a story in
terms of characters, plot, setting and theme (Calfee & Patrick, 1995; Dymock, 2007:
Dymock & Nicholson, 2010; Gordon, 1982; McLachlan et al., 2012). Characters can be
main or minor actors in a story. Setting is where and when the story takes place, theme
is a message and plot is what happens (Cowley, 2010, p.11) to solve a problem or issue
(Vilscek, 1990; Cowley, 2010).
In the present study, story quality is usually related to the number of structural
elements used in the narrative. Story quantity refers to the number of words in the
storyline. Written quantity and quality correlate and indicate the compositional flue
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of primary students (Berninger et al., 2002; Lienemann et al., 2006; Lane et al.,
2008; Lane et al., 2010; Tracy et al., 2009).
But beyond this, what makes a student a good or not-so-good writer? Good
writers have a clear focus and use simple story design. In contrast less skilled writers
put many ideas onto a page without a sense of order or plan (Dymock & Nicholson,
2007, p.26).
The National Standards in Writing cover both narrative and non-fiction
writing. The Ministry data (Thomas & Ward, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015) cited in
this study represented a snapshot of writing at the time and did not give longitudinal
data that would indicate a decline in writing. More research is needed to show if
writing standards are declining in New Zealand. Even if the standard of writing
currently is below expectation there may be a range of reasons for this including
socioeconomic status, home-school relations, poverty and so on. The current
situation may not be related to lack of teaching of story grammar.
The CORE approach
In order to teach story structure strategies effectively teachers can use the
CORE approach (connect, organise, reflect, extend) as suggested by Calfee and
Patrick (1995) and in Dymock and Nicholson (2015) because this may have a
positive effect on children’s writing. In the present study this was done with the
experimental group.
Rationale for the study
The rationale for the study was that the combined use of these two strategies
2

could positively affect the quality and other aspects of children's writing such as line
spacing, having a beginning, middle and end, and the number of paragraphs and words
used. This would then reduce the difficulties that many children have with writing
stories. The theoretical rationale for the study was that the cognitive structure of the
mind prefers structure in terms of storing information in memory (e.g., see Calfee &
Patrick, 1995). Graphic organisers can provide this structure (for a review see Dymock
& Nicholson, 2012, 2015; Gillespie & Graham, 2014; Troia & Graham, 2002).
Aim of the study and the research questions
The aim of this study was to find out whether explicit story structure
instruction would improve narrative writing quality and quantity for children.
Specific research questions were:
1. Did the story structure training improve the quality of children’s writing, as in
orientation, complication, storyline, problem resolution, and style?
2. Did story structure training improve children’s use of a story planner?
3. Did story structure training improve more descriptive and quantitative aspects
of writing such as line spacing, paragraphing, having a beginning, middle, and
end, and the number of words written?
Reasons for selecting this sample of children
The reason for selecting this sample of children was that older students are more
experienced writers than younger. At 5 years of age children have awareness of basic
story structure that includes plot, character and theme (Bukowiecki & McMacKin, 1999;
Roth, 2000). By 7, characterization develops; students show beginning insight into
3

character motivations and intentions (Roth, 2000, p.16). By 9, well-formed narratives
emerge that reflect planning; plots show causality and characters emotions (Roth, 2000).
By 11, complex narratives develop, containing simultaneous or interacting plots (Roth,
2000, p.16). By 13, the New Zealand, Ministry of Education (2006) suggests that
students demonstrate an understanding of story features such as plot, characterization
and setting (p.73)
The participants
In the fourth term of 2014, 50 students aged between 9 and 13 (26 girls and 24
boys, with a mean age of 10.54 years) participated in the study whose purpose was
to determine the effects of explicit story structure instruction on narrative writing
quality and quantity. The participants were drawn from two schools, one rural and
one city. They were put into matched pairs and then randomly assigned to either the
intervention or control group. The children were from one classroom in each school.
A year 5-8 class in a rural, higher socioeconomic (SES) primary school and a year 6
class in an urban middle-SES primary school participated in the study. In the city
school, there were 28 children (14 in the experimental, 14 in the control). In the
country school, there were 22 children (11 in the intervention and 11 in the control).
The matching procedures are shown in Tables 1-5 and show that the children in each
group in each school were matched for gender, age, ethnicity, ESOL, and writing
level. The classes were divided into four subgroups (two experimental, two control),
balanced for chronological age, gender, school year, ethnicity, English as a second
language (ESOL), and writing ability. Each group was then randomly assigned to
either an experimental or control group. Of the 50 children, 41 completed all
4

assessments and these are the results reported in this study.
Design of the study
Thus, there was a matched group of experimental and control children. The
experimental and control groups consisted of two smaller, matched sub-groups who
worked sometimes in groups or in pairs for discussion during the story lessons. During
the study the researcher taught the control group and the teacher taught the
experimental groups. To control for researcher effects, the teacher in each school
agreed to present the intervention lessons. In this way they would be less likely to
influence the results by unconsciously giving better instruction to one group over the
other. The teachers had no awareness of anticipated outcomes of the study which made
it more likely they would present the material objectively than if the researcher was to
deliver the lessons to the intervention group. With the control group lessons there was
some possibility of researcher effects but operationally it was not possible to have the
teacher do both the lessons each day, so the researcher did the control lessons.
To ensure that the quality of teaching was similar in both the researcher and
teacher lessons, the teachers met with the researcher and were given training in how to
present the lessons. They were also given detailed scripted lesson plans to follow.
In relation to treatment fidelity, the teacher and the researcher were teaching at
the same time so the researcher could not observe the teachers’ lessons. To control for
this, the teachers were given training in how to teach the lessons and had detailed
scripted notes. In hindsight, however, more attention to fidelity could have been
achieved if the teacher also used a checklist (like the researcher) and ticked off each
part once taught to communicate each segment of the lesson covered. In addition,
5

teachers could have completed a teaching log where they made observations of students
while they were writing to ensure they were on task and were doing both planning and
writing.
In lessons 1-3 the instructions were to first complete a story planner and then
write a story. The children were also asked to use the illustrations to help them write
their stories. A time limit of thirty minutes was given to write the story.
The researcher chose illustrations that the children would be familiar with.
Puppies were chosen for the pretest, cows for the mid test (this fitted with the School
Journal story about cows), and chickens for the posttest. It was assumed that children of
this age would be familiar with these common animals.
One issue for the study was to control for order effects by counterbalancing so
that each child got different illustration prompts at each test situation. Counterbalancing controlled for order effects. On the other hand, order effects were controlled
for in terms of design in that both groups were given the same prompts on each test
occasion so the order of effects would be the same for each group.
The time line for the study
Day 1 – Children were pretested. In the pretest, the writing stimulus was an
illustration of a dog and puppy and this was the topic to write about. Each child wrote a
story based on the illustration.
Days 2-4 - The researcher took the control group to another room and taught them
about story writing with a focus on literary elements like alliteration and with just a
simple explanation of story structure, that there was a beginning, middle, and end.
6

While this was happening the classroom teacher taught the experimental group in detail
about story structure. At the end of the three days, each group had completed the
midtest. The midtest writing stimulus was an illustration of cows and calves and the
topic to write about was based on this illustration.
Day 5 – Children in both groups were posttested. The writing stimulus was an
illustration of a rooster, hens, and chickens and the topic to write about was based on
this illustration.
Assessments
Both groups wrote a pre-, mid- and posttest story. The stories were written for
thirty-five minutes. After viewing the motivational illustration, control group students
planned for five minutes on a story planner (divided into beginning, middle and end)
then wrote for thirty minutes. The experimental group planned on what was called the
Story Structure Planner at midtest which was divided into story structure elements. Pre-,
mid-, and posttest illustrations were different. Trained markers evaluated each story
following a detailed set of marking criteria.
Lessons
The instruction was for three one hour lessons on consecutive days. The
researcher prepared scripted lesson plans for herself and the teacher to follow. The
midtest story was written over three one hour lessons.
Control group. The control group received instruction in how to use literary
elements to write narratives. In Lesson 1, the control group had to complete group
literary element activities and individually summarize a story (the story was identical to
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the experimental group’s) then plan (on a story planner) and write the start of a
narrative. In Lesson 2, the control group worked individually, in pairs and in groups to
recall and record the main ideas about the peer shared story on a story planner, orally
answer questions about the story and annotate it. Students individually planned a story
middle and end, drafted the middle then proof-read and edited these.
In Lesson 3, the control group followed the same procedure as in the last lesson,
but with new activities. They recorded the main idea and wrote an alliterated title about
the story on an enlarged book front cover and finished writing their stories.
Experimental group. The experimental group received explicit instruction in
story structure. This is where each story component is sequentially introduced, defined,
and the relationship between each of the story components is directly taught (Roth,
2000, p.22). Explicit instruction is clear, effective teaching (Pressley et al., 2007).
In Lesson 1, the experimental group explored less familiar vocabulary in a story
called “It Took a Miracle” by Diane Hebley (1980), discussed listened to, thought and
answered questions about the story, recorded and recalled the story’s narrative
structure, planned and started drafting a story orientation.
In Lesson 2, experimental group students twice recalled information about
narrative structure, learned how it is positioned and used in the orientation,
complication and resolution parts of a story, recalled the narrative structure of the
shared story from Lesson 1, reread it, annotated the story elements and finished drafting
an orientation. They then planned and drafted a complication.
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In Lesson 3, experimental group students recalled orientation, complication and
resolution, defined main and minor characters, recalled, reread and annotated
information about the main and minor characters from the shared story “”It Took a
Miracle”, (Hebley, 1980), then recalled and used the characterization process to finish
writing their stories.
Overview of the rest of the thesis
This introductory chapter has given an overview of the reasons for the study
and the way in which it was carried out. Chapter 2 is a review of the literature that
focuses on teaching story structure to improve writing and looks at commonalities and
differences among studies and their main findings. Chapter 3 is the methodology and
explains how participants were selected, the measures used, and procedure, and the
data analysis. Chapter 4 presents the quantitative results. Chapter 5 presents qualitative
data on several pieces of writing that was considered good and not-so-good to explain
how the assessment procedure worked. Chapter 6 is the discussion which discusses
results and their implications. The discussion also details limitations of this study and
gives suggestions for further research.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Overview
Research on story structure instruction has a long history. Researchers have been
interested since the 1980s in whether teaching students about how stories are structured
could help students to improve their own writing. Story structure instruction has been
researched across a range of educational early childhood, primary, settings, including
secondary and tertiary, in a range of classrooms, including mainstream and special
education classrooms, and with students who were not only normally achieving but also
with specific learning disabilities and behavioural disorders. Researchers have also used
story structure instruction with students learning English as a second language. On the
other hand, as this literature review will point out, there are some gaps, such as a lack of
research on story structure with gifted and talented or twice exceptional student
education. There is also a gap in terms of looking at the effects of story structure
instruction according to gender, geographic area, socioeconomic status, and ethnicity.
Furthermore, no research into the effects of story structure instruction on student writing
has occurred in New Zealand. Although this intervention has had positive effects in
overseas studies there has been a dearth of such research in New Zealand. This is the
reason for choosing to investigate the effects of explicit story structure instruction on
student writing in this study.
Structure of the review
The focus of the present literature review has been on studies where story
structure instruction has been given to students and its effects on their writing have been
assessed. A search of the research literature identified 22 studies. Studies have been
10

reviewed in terms of chronology and kinds of training used. Each study has also been
reviewed according to common research design characteristics (see Appendix A,
Summary of Studies), and issues related to internal and external validity, using similar
criteria as in Troia (1999) (see Appendix B, Validity Issues).
Chronology of studies
The earliest study of text structure instruction that this researcher was able to
locate was that by Gordon and Braun (1982), who used theoretical research on story
grammars developed by Mandler and Johnson (1977) and Thorndyke (1977) as a basis
for their story structure intervention. However, Rumelhart (1977) was the first to
provide a working example of the theory (Stein, 1982).
According to Mandler (1982) the story grammar method (describes story
structural regularities), has been responsible for the upsurge in story development
(much of it in character), has provided a way of analysing, processing and
re/producing stories and was particularly valuable for developmental researchers as
it allowed them to account for differences in child and adult story comprehension,
recall and composition.
The theory of story grammar reports that people listen to and read stories and
internalize narrative internal structure (character, setting, plot and theme), expect a
story to have a protagonist who aims to solve a problem or reach a goal and a plot (a
series of episodes consisting of problem, reaction, action, outcome) as initially
modelled by Rumelhart in 1977. Mandler defines story grammar as “a rule system
which specifies canonical sequences of units occurring in stories and the conditions
under which they can be changed, deleted, or moved” (1982, p307). Story grammar
11

theory promotes that story structure coherently constructs a narrative (Stein, 1982).
After 1982 there were articles published nearly every year on story structure
instruction up until 1999. Then there was a six year gap from 2000 to 2005. In 2006,
story structure research resumed but with innovations. Harris, Graham and Mason
(2006) and Lienemann, Graham, Leader-Janssen and Reid (2006) published studies on
the effect of story structure instruction on student narratives using Self-Regulated
Strategy Development (SRSD). SRSD is a self-management process that teaches story
structure and includes the writing process (plan, draft, edit and publish) a technique
used to design, execute and present well-structured stories. Successive studies continued
to use SRSD, namely, Lane, Harris, Graham, Weisenbach, Brindle and Morphy (2008),
Tracy, Graham and Reid (2009), Lane, Graham, Harris, Little, Sandmel and Brindle
(2010) and Zumbrunn and Bruning (2013). Interestingly, though, Martin and Munro
(1995) was the earliest study to use self-management procedures such as SRSD and a
planning process to develop narrative story structure. More recently, studies by
Watanabe and Hall (2011) and Hough, Hixon, Decker and Bradley-Johnson (2012) have
not used SRSD to teach story structure. In the various studies reviewed, however, SRSD
has been the third most popular technique used for teaching narrative story structure.
From 1982 to 2013, the researcher was able to locate 22 studies involving
teaching story structure to improve narrative writing. Appendix C lists these studies in
chronological order. Appendix D lists the studies according to the various teaching
techniques used by researchers.
Different kinds of instruction used in studies
Story structure. The most popular technique used to develop narrative
12

writing was direct, explicit story structure instruction and/or practice. Fifteen studies
utilised this technique; Fitzgerald and Teasley (1986), Montague, Maddux and
Dereshiwsky (1990), Gambrell and Chasen (1991), Montague and Leavell (1994),
Vallecrosa and deBettencourt (1997), Bukowiecki and McMackin (1999), ElKoumy (1999), Harris et al. (2006), Lienemann et al. (2006), Lane et al. (2008),
Tracy et al. (2009), Lane et al. (2010), Watanabe and Hall-Kenyon (2011), Hough et
al. (2012) and Zumbrunn and Brunning (2013). Studies that used SRSD explicitly
taught and rehearsed story structure. Studies using explicit story structure instruction
directly taught story elements.
Reading stories. The second most popular technique used to develop narrative
writing was reading stories to gain story structure knowledge. Eight studies used this
technique; Fitzgerald, Shiegel and Teasley (1987), Montague et al. (1990), Gambrell
and Chasen (1991), Vallecorsa and deBettencourt, (1997), Bukowiecki and McMackin
(1999), El-Koumy (1999), Harris et al. (2006) and Lienemann et al. (2006). Reading
stories showed how story elements are used in narratives.
Checkoffs. Check-offs (a list of story elements to be ticked-off) was another
technique used to develop student narrative writing (see Appendix E). This was the
fourth most utilised technique. Five studies used check-offs; Graves, Montague and
Wong (1990), Montague, Graves and Leavell (1991), Montague and Leavell (1994),
Martin and Manno (1995) and Lienemann et al. (2006). Check-offs showed when
story elements were included in stories.
Picture stimuli. The fifth most popular technique and used most recently, in
2013, was poster/picture stimuli. Four studies used this technique; Zipprich (1995),
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Lienemann et al. (2006), Hough et al. (2012) and Zumbrunn and Bruning (2013).
Poster/pictures were viewed to stimulate story structure for narrative writing.
Cue cards, listening to stories and retelling/recalling stories. These were
the sixth most equally popular techniques used to develop story structure. Each
technique was used in three studies. Cue cards (story structure flash cards) were used
in Graves et al. (1990), Montague et al. (1991) and Montague and Leavell (1994).
Listening to stories then retelling/recalling stories were used in Montague et al. (1990)
and Bukowiecki and McMackin (1999) whereas, Gambrell and Chasen (1991) solely
used listening to stories and Vallecrosa and deBettencourt (1997) used
retelling/recalling stories. Cue cards were used to promote story structure knowledge
and listening to and retelling/recalling stories was used to develop story language (the
placement of story elements in a narrative context).
Planning time, planning webs, read-alouds and peer discussions. Planning
time was used in Graves et al. (1990) and Lieneman et al. (2006), planning webs (story
element matrixes) in Zipprich (1995) and Harris et al. (2006), read alouds (shared
reading) in Bukowiecki and Mackin (1999) and Lienemann et al. (2006) and peer
discussions in Harris et al. (2006) and Watanabe and Hall-Kenyon (2011). These were
the seventh most frequently used techniques. Planning and discussion were also used as
incidental techniques in other studies or were included as subunits of other techniques
such as SRSD and the writing process. Planning time, planning webs, read alouds and
peer discussions were used to recall story elements to structure narrative writing.
Macrocloze, questions, story starters, teacher modelling, story maps, oral
narratives. Some techniques were used in only one study and were the eighth most
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popular techniques. Macrocloze story summary tests (fill in the missing word
assessments) and answering and generating story questions were used in Gordon and
Braun (1982), story starters (sentence stems) were used in Graves et al. (1990), teacher
modelled writing and teacher guided writing were used in Gambrell and Chasen (1991),
story maps were used in Vallecrosa and deBettencourt (1997) and drawn narratives and
oral narratives were used in Watanabe and Hall-Kenyon (2011).
Whether a technique was used in one or fifteen studies each was chosen to
teach story structure to promote narrative writing. In total, approximately twenty-two
teaching techniques were used at least once, across the twenty-two studies.
Design issues: External validity
Sample size. Participant numbers varied across studies. Springer (2010) suggests
a minimum of 30 participants in an experimental study. Appendix A shows the number
of participants in each study. Research group sample sizes ranged from as few as three
participants, for example, Martin and Manno (1995) and Vallescorsa and deBettencourt
(1997), to a much larger sample of 127 as used in Tracy et al. (2009). The most
common group sample size was six. Five studies used six participants including
Lienemann et al. (2006), Lane et al. (2008), Watanabe and Hall-Kenyon (2011), Hough
et al. (2012) and Zumbrunn and Bruning (2013). Martin and Manno (1995) and
Vallecorsa and deBettencourt (1997) used three participants, Zipprich (1995) and Lane
et al. (2010) used thirteen and Montague et al. (1991) and Bukowiecki and McMackin
(1999) used sixty.
Writing ability. Normally achieving writers were the participants in nearly half of
the studies, namely, Gordon and Braun (1982), Nodine et al. (1985), Montague et al.
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(1990), Montague et al. (1991), Bokowiecki and McMackin (1999), El-Koumy (1999),
Tracy et al. (2009), Watanabe and Hall-Kenyon (2011), Hough et al. (2012) and
Zumbrunn and Bruning (2013). Watanabe and Hall-Kenyon (2011) investigated the
effects of story structure instruction on the narrative writing of three normally
achieving good writers and three not-so-good writers.
Fitzgerald and Teasley (1986), Fitzgerald et al. (1987) and Lienemann et al.
(2006), were studies where only not-so-good writers were investigated. The nineteen
participants in Fitzgerald and Teasley (1986) were grouped together because of a low
level knowledge of narrative structure; the twenty in Fitzgerald et al. (1987) were
classed as students with a poor sense of story structure and the six in Lienemann et al.
(2006) were classified as struggling writers.
Other studies, Graves et al. (1990) and Vallecorsa and deBettencourt (1997), did
investigate the narrative writing of struggling writers, thirty and three subjects
respectively, but their participants were identified as learning-disabled (LD) as were
thirty of the ninety participants in Nodine et al. (1985), thirty-six of the seventy-two in
Montague et al. (1990), forty of the sixty in Montague et al. (1991), and all of the nine
participants in Montague et al. (1994), three in Martin and Manno (1995) and thirteen in
Zipprich (1995).
The three male students in Vallecorsa and deBettencourt (1997) were said to
have significant reading comprehension deficiencies while thirty-one in Nodine et al.
(1985) were labelled reading disabled as were forty subjects in Gambrell and Chasen
(1991) whereas sixty-six in Harris et al. (2006) were classed as struggling readers and
writers.
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Participant characteristics: SES, EFL, geographic area, behaviour issues,
language needs. Characteristics of participants varied across studies. Nodine et al.
(1985) had 92 participants from a low socio-economic background; El-Koumy (1999)
had 83 students learning English as a Foreign Language (EFL); Bukowiecki (1999) had
one urban and one suburban class of participants. Graves et al. (1990) had 30 suburban
subjects; Harris et al. (2006) had 66 urban students; Fitzgerald and Teasley (1986) had
19 rural students; Gambrell and Chasen (1991) had 40 rural participants.
Lane et al. (2008) had 6 rural participants but they had writing difficulties and
were at risk for emotional/behaviour disorders. Lane et al. (2010) had 13 participants
with limited writing skills and externalised/internalised behaviour difficulties; Martin
and Manno (1995) and Zipprich (1995) had three participants with learning and
behavioural problems. Zipprich (1995) and Hough et al. (2012) had participants with
special speech language needs (1 out of 13 and 2 of 6 respectively).
Internal validity
Random assignment. This was used for some studies but not for others. Eight
studies, that is, Gordon and Braun (1982), Fitzgerald and Teasley (1986), Fitzgerald et
al. (1987), Graves et al. (1990), Gambrell and Chasen (1991), Montague et al. (1991),
El-Koumy (1999) and Harris et al. (2006) randomly assigned research participants to
either intervention/experimental or control/comparison groups. Fourteen studies did
not use random assignment of research participants.
Transfer to the classroom. A possible limitation of the SRSD studies was
that transfer of the self-monitoring strategy to mainstream classes was not
investigated. Harris et al. (2006) taught 44 individual 7-year-old students (22
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struggling readers and 22 working with peers), to use SRSD when writing
narratives. Tracy et al. (2009) investigated the effects of SRSD on 127 individual 8year-olds. Lienemann et al. (2006), Lane et al. (2008) and Zumbrunn and Bruning,
(2013), only taught and tested six mainstream students, of mixed learning abilities,
with an average age of 7 years. The exception was Lane et al. (2010) who worked
with thirteen participants, from 7 to 9 years old, with mixed learning abilities.
Variance in number of lessons. Some results may have been limited by the
number of story structure lessons offered. The number of story structure lessons
conducted ranged from a single lesson in Montague et al. (1990) to 16 lessons in
Fitzgerald and Teasley (1986). Lane et al. (2008) and Zumbrunn and Bruning (2013)
gave ten lessons, which was the average number of lessons used to teach story structure
across the studies. Gordon and Braun (1982), El-Koumy (1999), Lane et al. (2008),
Lane et al. (2010) and Hough et al. (2012) gave up to fifteen lessons, the most often
occurring number of story structure lessons used across the studies. Ten studies, Nodine
et al. (1985), Fitzgerald et al. (1987), Montague and Leavell (1994), Martin and Munno,
(1995), Zipprich (1995), Bukowiecki and McMackin (1999), Harris et al. (2006),
Lienemann et al. (2006), Tracy et al. (2009) and Watanabe and Hall-Kenyon (2011), did
not specify the number of story structure lessons given.
Variance in length of lessons. Another possible limitation was the length of
story structure lessons. Story structure lessons ranged from 20 minutes in Hough et al.
(2012) to 60 minutes in Montague et al. (1991), Montague and Leavell (1994), Martin
and Munno (1995), Vallecorsa and deBettencourt (1997), and El-Koumy (1999). The
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average lesson time for these studies was 40 minutes. Fitzgerald and Teasley (1986),
Montague et al. (1990) and Lienemann et al. (2006) used this amount of time at least
once. Thirty minutes was the most common length of story structure sessions. Gordon
and Braun (1982), Fitzgerald and Teasley (1986), Zipprich (1995), Lienemann et al.
(2006), Lane et al. (2008), Lane et al. (2010) and Hough et al. (2012) used this time at
least once. Eight studies did not specify the length of the lesson.
Variance in length of training. Nodine et al. (1985), Fitzgerald et al. (1987),
Tracy et al. (2009) and Zumbrunn and Bruning (2013) did not specify the number of
weeks taken for story structure lessons. Nor did Graves et al. (1990), Gambrell and
Chasen (1991), Montague et al. (1991) and Martin and Manno (1995). Some studies
did state the number of weeks taken. Six weeks was the most frequent number reported
by Vallecorsa and deBettencourt (1997), Lienemann et al. (2006), Lane et al. (2008),
Lane et al. (2010) and Watanabe and Hall Kenyon (2011). Training time ranged from
two weeks as in Fitzgerald and Teasley (1986) to an estimated twenty-four weeks as in
Harris et al. (2006).
Design differences. Nine studies used a pre/post design namely Zipprich (1995),
Bukowiecki and McMackin (1999), El-Koumy (1999), Lienemann et al. (2006), Lane
et al. (2008), Tracy et al. (2009), Lane et al. (2010), Watanabe and Hall Kenyon (2011)
and Zumbrunn and Bruning (2013). Some studies used only a posttest design as in
Nodine et al. (1985), Montague et al. (1990), Gambrell and Chasen (1991) and Harris
et al. (2006).
Definition of “story”. Nodine et al. (1985) evaluated compositions and classified
these as stories when setting, problem and resolution were included but they did not
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include other elements of story. Montague et al. (1990) only assessed for plot
(beginning - conflict, middle –sequencing/connections/transitions, end – resolution)
and Gambrell and Chasen (1991) for the presence of plot (episode plus episode) and
its complexity. In contrast, Harris et al. (2006) assessed for character, setting and plot
(goal/problem, resolution).
Kinds and number of writing assessments given. Some studies evaluated
student narrative writing three times or more. Graves et al. (1990), Montague et al.
(1991) and Hough et al. (2012) assessed baseline, maintenance and post-intervention
writing probes. Graves et al. (1990) assessed for characterization (specifically, whether
or not characters had thoughts or feelings), in the narrative writing of thirty, 10 to 11year-olds. Montague et al. (1991) focused assessments on differences between nonplanned, planned and planned stories with cue cards written by sixty, 12 to 14-year-olds.
Hough et al. (2012) assessed for character, setting and theme in stories written by 6-, 7-,
and 8-year-olds. Single subject studies gave repeated assessments of writing.
Overall pattern of study findings
All 22 studies showed that student narrative writing improved after story
structure instruction. Gordon and Braun (1982) found story structure instruction caused
students to include more story structural elements in narratives. Similarly, after direct
story structure instruction, Bukowieki and McMackin (1999) found that students
included more story structure elements in both written retold and original stories.
Watanabe and Hall-Kenyon (2011) and Hough et al. (2012) likewise found after direct
story structure instruction that students included more story structure elements.
Watanabe and Hall- Kenyon (2011) further reported a significant improvement in
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narrative complexity. which strengthened the earlier findings of Nodine et al. (1985)
and Fitzgerald and Teasley (1986) that narrative writing quality improves after story
structure instruction. Nodine et al. (1985) also discovered that normally achieving
students generally wrote the longest stories. Fitzgerald and Teasley (1987) concluded
that direct story instruction had a positive effect on narrative writing. El-Koumy (1999)
found that after explicit story structure instruction EFL students achieved significantly
higher narrative writing scores. These studies, conducted between 1982 and 2012,
showed that narrative writing quality and quantity improved after direct or indirect
story structure instruction.
Other studies also showed that student narrative writing improved after direct
or indirect story element instruction. Gambrell and Chasen (1991) found after story
structure awareness instruction (SSAI) or explicit story structure instruction (ESSI), that
the presence and complexity of story elements increased and positively affected the
quality and quantity of narrative writing. A similar result was found after SRSD was
used to teach story structure. Harris et al. (2006), Lienemann et al. (2006), Tracy et al.
(2009), Lane et al. (2010) and Zumbrunn and Bruning (2013) used SRSD to teach story
structure and found that participants included more story elements, wrote longer and
higher quality stories after this intervention (with the exception of one story in
Lienemann et al. 2010).
Students with learning disabilities
Nodine et al. (1985) found story composition proved most difficult for learningdisabled (LD) students and easiest for non-LD students as 71% of non-LD students
produced writing classifiable as stories compared to 30% of LD students. Montague et
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al. (1990) found that after listening to, reading, retelling and writing narratives, LD
students recalled and wrote significantly fewer story elements than non-LD students.
Montague et al. (1991) specifically found that with story structure instruction non-LD
students produced better quality planned and non-planned narratives than LD students,
but with story cue card planning, the number of story elements increased in LD student
stories and significantly closed the gap between non-LD and LD student narratives.
Graves et al. (1990) found that after story structure instruction LD students
produced higher quality narratives. One group received a story starter, planning time,
story structure cues, and told that their characters had to have thoughts and feelings,
another received only story starters, planning time, story structure cues and another
received just a story starter and planning time. The first two groups produced stories of
higher quality than the third. No significant difference was found between the stories of
the first and second groups.
Montague and Leavell (1994) and Zipprich (1995) found after story structure
instruction that LD students improved narrative writing planning and quality. Montague
and Leavell (1994) specifically found using story element check-offs that LD students
generally made significant gains in narrative writing quality and quantity. Zipprich
(1995) specifically found that using story webs and maps LD students included more
story elements. And Vallecorsa and deBettencourt (1997) found after direct story
structure instruction using just story maps LD students increased the number of story
elements used in story retell and writing.
Martin and Manno (1995) found that after story structure instruction LD students
with behaviour problems who used check-offs wrote more complete narratives. These
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five studies, conducted between 1990 and 1997, showed that the narrative writing of
LD students improved after story structure instruction.
Gordon and Braun (1982), Fitzgerald and Teasley (1986), Fitzgerald and
Teasley (1987), El-Koumy (1999) and Tracy et al. (2009) found that control groups
who were not taught story structure made little or no improvement in writing. These
five studies revealed that when story structure instruction is not taught, student
narrative writing achievement was unlikely to change.
Summary of chapter
The researcher located 22 studies where story structure was taught to students to
improve their writing. These were reviewed according to their research designs,
focusing on issues of internal and external validity.
The most common teaching approach used in studies was to teach story structure
directly but other strategies included teaching of planning strategies as in SRSD,
reading of stories and discussing their structure, using a check-off list to help with
writing of the story, using illustrations to discuss how to structure a story, listening to
and discussing stories, using story starters and story maps.
There were variations in research design. Only 8 out of 22 studies used random
assignment, only 9 studies used a pre-post design, sample sizes ranged from 3-127
even though a minimum of 30 is usually recommended. The number of lessons ranged
widely from 1-16, the length of lessons ranged from 20-60 minutes, and length of
training ranged from 2-24 weeks. Many of the studies involved one-to-one or small
group teaching rather than teaching of whole classes. Many studies used normally
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achieving writers though some studies did use LD students. LD students gained
from instruction but not as much as non-LD students.
All 22 studies reviewed found that teaching story structure to students improved
writing performance. And while the present study was similar in this respect to these
previous studies, it did have points of difference. It was the only study to teach whole
classes, except for Bukowiecki and McMackin (1999), to include both a country
school and a city school, to have a range of participants from 9 to 13-years-of-age and
to have the researcher teaching the control group using a basic story planner while the
classroom teacher taught the experimental group using a detailed Story Structure
Planner, in a New Zealand school. And although previous studies had showed positive
effects on student writing as a result of story structure strategy training, much of this
research was conducted by researchers rather than by teachers and entirely in an
international context. It was thus of interest as to whether these results would transfer
to this country. The present study addressed this context issue.
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Chapter 3: Method
The present chapter explains the method used in the initial stages of the study to
select children in the city and country schools, explains the procedures used in teaching,
and describes the analytic method used for assessing children’s stories produced during
the study. The aim of the chapter is to give the reader an overview of the planning and
design of the study.
Participants
This section presents demographic and attainment information such as student
writing levels which the schools provided from e-asTTle assessments used for
determining National Standards in Writing. Demographic data were gathered to
ensure a balance of gender, age, ethnicity and language and learning abilities between
intervention and control groups since differences in these could affect results.
At the start of the study the participants were 50 year 5-8 students aged between
9 and 13 years (26 girls and 24 boys; mean age at the beginning of the study = 10.54
years; standard deviation, [SD] = .91) from a Year 6 classroom in a city school and
from a Year 5-8 classroom in a rural school (see Table 1). One school was a Decile 9
(higher SES) full primary rural school and the other school was a Decile 5 (middle
SES) primary school.
At the end of the study 41 pupils had completed all assessments, that is, the
pretest, the mid-test, and the posttest. The demographics for these 41 pupils are shown
below. As can be seen in Tables 1-5, there were differences between the schools.
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The rural school had a wider range of ages than the city school, χ² (4, N=41) =
19.57, p=.001. There was no difference between schools in numbers of children of
different ethnicity, χ² (3, N=41) = .34 and from second language backgrounds (ESOL),
χ² (1, N=41) = .00.
There were more below average writers than expected in the city school, χ² (4,
N=41) = 18.04, p=.001. There was also a difference in gender, with more girls and
fewer boys than expected in the country school and the reverse in the city school, χ²
(1, N=41) = 5.33, p=.021 (see Appendix F). The following tables show the
distributions of variables across schools and groups (experimental, control). After
random assignment to groups, chi square comparisons showed that none of these
distributions were significantly different.
Table 1
Number of Participants in the Study by School and Age
School
Country

City

Experimental

Control

Experimental

Control

9

3

3

0

0

10

3

4

4

3

11

2

0

7

9

12

0

1

0

0

13

1

1

0

0
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Table 2
Number of Participants in the Study by School and Gender

School
Country

City

Girl

Boy

Girl

Boy

Experimental

7

2

3

8

Control

5

4

4

8

Table 3
Number of Participants in the Study by School and Ethnicity

School
Country

City

Experimental

Control

Experimental

Control

European

5

6

5

8

Maori

1

1

2

2

Pacific

0

1

1

0

Other

3

1

3

2

Total

9

9

11

12
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Table 4
Number of Participants in the Study by School and Writing Level

School
Country

City

Writing Level

Experimental

Control

Experimental

Control

Well Above

0

0

0

1

Above

0

1

0

0

At

6

3

1

2

Below

2

3

0

1

Well Below

1

2

10

8
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Table 5
Number of Participants in the Study by School and ESOL

School
Country

City

Yes

No

Yes

No

Experimental

3

6

4

7

Control

1

8

1

11

Setting and timing of the study
The setting was two co-educational state primary schools (one rural, decile nine,
Years 1-8 and one urban, decile five, Years 1-6), in the province of Canterbury. The
timing of the study was over five consecutive days in each school, in term four, 2014.
In the rural school the study was in October, from Wednesday, the first week of term
until Tuesday the second week of term. In the urban school the study was in
October/November, from Friday, the third week of term until Thursday, the fourth
week of term.
Assessments
Pretest measure. During the first week, of term four, 2014, for thirty-five
minutes, both the control and experimental groups sat a narrative writing pre-test (see
Appendix G). Students viewed an illustration (see Appendix G) of a sleeping dog and
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puppy created by a local artist and teacher as were all the illustrations for the study and
used a story planner divided into beginning, middle and end (see Appendix G). Then
students independently planned for five minutes, drafted and then edited their narratives
for thirty minutes.
Mid-test measure. After three one-hour lessons about a School Journal story
called “It Took a Miracle”, (see Appendix H), students wrote their own personal stories
based around the School Journal story.
Posttest measure. At the end of the study, on day 5, the students viewed a
different motivational illustration, of hens, chickens and a rooster (see Appendix I) and
wrote a story about that.
Research design
The study was a pretest-posttest experimental design with random assignment to
groups. The students in the study were paired as evenly as possible according to
chronological age, gender, school year, ethnicity, English as a second language, and
writing ability. Then the pairs were randomly assigned to either the intervention or
control group. There were no significant differences between the two groups in writing
level, χ²(4) = 3.03, p=.55, age, χ²(4) = .98, p=.91, or gender, χ²(4) = .21, p=.65. There
was no difference in ethnicity, χ²(4) = 1.64, p=.65 but there was a difference in ESOL
students with more of these in the experimental group, χ²(4) = 3.88, p=.049
Ethics
The research study had low risk ethics approval from Massey University.
Information and consent forms were sent to the principal, board of trustees, teachers and
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parents or caregiver/s of each student eligible to participate in the study (see Appendix J).
Permission for the study to proceed was given by these parties. Only children in the
classrooms of the participating two teachers were eligible to participate and were included in
the study. Data gathered from the children were anonymized in that all children were given
digital identification during the study and data analyses. The researcher who taught the
control group was a New Zealand registered, trained and experienced teacher and was
approved by the schools.
Procedure
Control group lessons
Between the pre and post-test, from day 2 to 4, in both the rural and urban
schools, the control/comparison group followed three pre-scripted narrative writing,
literary element lessons (see Appendix K, on literary elements), taught by the
researcher, in a separate classroom.
Lesson 1. In Lesson One, students completed a Literary Element Mix and Match.
Students Googled and defined literary terms then matched each to its correct definition.
The Literary Element Mix and Match exercise was marked as a class (see Appendix L).
Next, an enlarged book (“Big Book”) was shared with the students (the book was an
enlarged version of the intervention group’s story and the journal story). See
Appendix H. Students viewed the front cover illustration (see Appendix H) and orally
answered four questions about the image (see Appendix K). Then they reassembled,
skim read the story, identified ten unfamiliar words, recorded these on the vocabulary
weave (see Appendix M), Googled unknown definitions and shared the answers with
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the class (see Appendix M). Students then continued listening to, viewing and orally
answering eight questions (two inferential and six factual literary element) about the
blown up book (see Appendix K).
The students then read and answered the questions in The Story Quiz which
consisted of twelve questions (eleven requiring factual recall and one inference).
The quiz was marked as a class. See Appendix N.
Children were then asked where the story beginning finished, middle began
and finished, and the end began. Then students were asked to cut the story into
beginning, middle and end and highlight the main ideas in each of these (see
Appendix O). Next the students were required to list the main ideas on a story
planner (see Appendix P), state the main idea and summarize the story in their
writing books.
At the end of the lesson, students used the completed story planner, to develop
ideas and structure for story writing, the vocabulary weave to develop language and
the picture for ideas. Students planned a story beginning and middle, drafted a
beginning and started to draft a middle (see Appendix Q).
Lesson 2. In Lesson Two students were asked to think about the story listened to,
read and discussed last lesson. Then mentally recall the main ideas, tell a partner, listen
to a partner recall the main ideas, join two others, recall the main ideas, record these on
a story planner and check answers against the last lesson’s story planner (see Appendix
P).
The students then listened to peer leaders reread the enlarged book. Then they
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orally answered five factual and nine inferential questions about the story (see Appendix
K). Then they divided the story into beginning, middle and end, and thought of and
orally gave some appropriate titles for the story.
Students were then asked to use a Google search to define and find examples of
alliteration, highlight examples of alliteration in the story, orally discuss why writers use
these, and then write alliteration words to be used in their stories.
Students then continued planning and drafting stories using the story planners, in
their story booklets. They used the shared story to deeply develop ideas for writing, the
main idea/s in the completed story planner to plan, the picture to get writing ideas and
alliteration, to create catchy titles to write at the top of their story script and on the title
page (see Appendix R). Students planned and drafted the middle of the story, planned
the end (see Appendix S), proof-read and edited stories (see Appendix T) individually
and with a partner.
Lesson 3. In Lesson Three, students were asked to think about the story listened
to, read and discussed in Lesson Two. Students mentally recalled, explained and
listened to a partner explain the main idea of the story. The pair combined their best
explanations and then joined another pair to create the best group explanation about the
story’s main idea which was shared with the other comparison group. The ideas were
then combined to form the best overall answer. Each group then wrote the main idea of
the story on the bottom cover of the blown up book (see Appendix U).
Students then re-read and listened to the enlarged book. Students orally
answered two factual and one inferential literary question about alliteration in
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paragraphs one to four of the story (see Appendix K). They used alliteration to create
a title for the story. This was written on the top front cover of the blown up book (see
Appendix U). Students continued to answer questions about the story. They answered
nine inferential and six factual questions about paragraphs five to twenty (see
Appendix K). Students reassembled in groups. They used a Google search to define
and find examples of hyperbole, skim read the story, and then highlighted hyperbole
used in the story. Students thought of hyperboles, shared these with a partner, joined
another pair, retold their hyperboles, and wrote a hyperbole on the story planner.
Students then checked to see if hyperbole and alliteration were used in their stories
(see Appendix V).
The students finished their stories. They completed the middle draft and planned
and drafted their story ending (see Appendix W). Control group students used the
motivational illustration, the beginning, middle and end, story planner and story to
brainstorm a narrative.
Intervention group lessons
Meanwhile, in another classroom, in both schools, the experimental group used
the same motivational illustrations to brainstorm narratives at pre, mid and posttests,
but a story planner in the pretest, a Story Structure Planner, at midtest and internalized
knowledge of this on a story planner at posttest. The intervention group engaged in
three pre-scripted narrative writing structure lessons (see Appendix X), taught by the
class teacher as explained below.
The connect, organize, review and extend, (CORE) model of instruction (Calfee &
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Patrick, 1995) was used to teach narrative writing structure to the experimental group.
CORE is an acronym that has four steps. The first, connect means that students engage
in lessons through the recall of prior knowledge. The second organize means content
material is organized. The third, reflect means students critically review what has been
learnt. And the last, extend means that opportunities are provided for students to
transfer and generalize their learning to other contexts and text types.
Lesson 1. In the Connect phase of the experimental groups’, first lesson, the
teacher read, – “It Took a Miracle”, (1980), a New Zealand, School Journal story by
Diane Hebley (see Appendix H), an award winning New Zealand writer. However, the
title and author of the story were not revealed to either teacher or students to preserve
anonymity for later workshopping on title. Before the initial reading of the story, the
intervention groups explored less familiar vocabulary to assist story comprehension and
writing composition. The intervention group examined ten preselected unfamiliar
words, determined their speech class, and possible synonym, antonym and denotation
from prepared lists then completed a simile that used the unfamiliar word (see posters
in Appendix Y). The teacher recorded the student answers on a Vocabulary Weave
checking these against the model answer (see chart in Appendix Y). Next, story
structure, that is, characters, setting, theme and plot were introduced and discussed.
Students were instructed to listen to the story and think about story structure.
In the Organize phase of the experimental group’s first lesson the class
recalled story structure and individuals, pairs, groups and the class asked and
answered the following story structure questions: Who are the main and minor
characters in the story? Where and when is the story set? What is the theme? What is
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the problem? How does the plot unfold? How and why is the story problem solved?
The best group answers were recorded by the teacher, in front of the class on the
Story Structure Planner and checked against model answers (see Appendix Z).
In the Reflect phase, of the experimental group’s, first lesson, the teacher
and students recalled that a narrative is a text that tells a story using the
components of character, setting, theme and plot. The students used these
elements to write a brief summary of the story (see Appendix AA).
In the Extend phase, students were instructed to plan a narrative using the
Story Structure Planner and start drafting the orientation (see Appendix BB).
Lesson 2. In the Connect phase of the experimental group’s second lesson,
students recalled that narratives are stories with different parts, that is, character,
setting, theme and plot. Then students were taught that the orientation/beginning
introduces the main character/s and setting and sometimes the problem. The
complication/middle communicates the theme and unfolds the plot, episode by episode
each with a problem, reaction, action and outcome. In the resolution/end, the story
problem is solved.
In the Organize phase of the experimental group’s second lesson, individually, in
pairs and groups, students recalled the story elements of the untitled story. On story
web charts, student groups recalled main and minor characters, where and when the
story was set, the theme communicated, how the plot unfolded and how/why the story
problem was solved. Answers were checked against the completed Story Structure
Planner, from lesson 1 (see Appendix Z) and A Story Web for the Story (see Appendix
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CC).
Students reread the story, marked out the orientation, highlighted the characters,
setting, problem stated, then marked out the complication, highlighted each episode and
lastly, marked out the resolution and highlighted the story solution. Students were asked
to give the story a title based on the theme, maybe using alliteration, to immediately
hook the audience. The orientation exposition or background information was also
identified as a hook (see Appendix DD).
In the Reflect phase of the experimental group’s second lesson, students recalled
orientation, complication and resolution, and the story parts found in each, and title as
the first hook and communication of theme.
In the Extend phase of the experimental group’s lesson, students continued
planning their stories using the Story Structure Planner (see Appendix EE). Students
attempted to create a catchy title and hook, orientation and complication, complete with
story elements and a resolution, if time allowed.
Lesson 3. In the Connect phase, of the experimental group’s third lesson, students
recalled the terms orientation, complication, resolution and the story elements that are
found in each. Particular emphasis was given to defining main characters and minor
characters.
In the Organize phase, students, individually, in pairs, in groups and as a class
recalled the main and minor characters in the story and recorded these on the Character
Analysis Chart. This chart is a matrix (sometimes called a weave) that compares and
contrasts people or characters.
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Next students reread the story then highlighted and annotated in different colours
the main and minor characters, their physical appearance, personality, actions,
thoughts/feelings and speech while inferring meaning beyond the text (see Appendix
FF). The literal information was recorded on the Character Analysis Chart along with
inferential responses and checked against the model answer chart (see Appendix GG).
In the Reflect phase, students recalled this process of characterization. And
finally, in the Extend phase, students developed their characters, through the process of
characterization, finished drafting story complications and planned and drafted story
resolutions (see Appendix HH).
Inter-scorer reliability
The class teacher collected each assessment for evaluation. The researcher trained
two qualified primary teachers to mark the pre, mid and posttest stories following a
structured marking system and using structured marking criteria. The researcher and the
markers each marked all of the three assessments. The scoring system for marking the
writing was adapted from existing measures in the literature (Montague et al., 1990;
Gambrell & Chasen, 1991; Calfee & Patrick, 1995; Vallescorsa & deBettencourt, 1997;
El-Koumy, 1999; Zumbrunn & Bruning, 2013). The reason for adapting existing
measures was because the researcher wanted a detailed scoring mechanism that would
pick up small differences among writing transcripts in terms of quality and wanted to
cover a broader range of writing aspects in the scoring than was available in existing
measures so as to improve the reliability of the scoring system.
After marking all of the children’s assessments they then went through their
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scoring one by one and discussed any discrepancies and resolved disagreements until
100% agreement was reached for each story. Thus, each story was marked by three
different assessors and after adjudication a common mark was assigned to each story.
The marking of each essay took about half an hour for each marker.
Scoring of stories
The Marking Criteria sheet (see Appendix II) had 25 sections that were defined
for the markers. Students usually could score one mark for each criterion but for some
they could score up to three marks. If a student met the criteria a mark was awarded and
recorded on the student script, next to the part of their story that illustrated that criterion
and then a mark for that criterion was put on the mark sheet (for an example of the
procedure, see Table 6). The maximum number of marks was 35. The Cronbach alpha
for the marking criteria as used in the pretest where all children wrote on the same topic
was .81.
All student stories pretest, midtest and posttest were scored according to the
above criteria and a Mark Sheet (see Appendix JJ) that was based on the Story
Structure Planner (see Appendix Z). All three tools were adapted from studies in the
literature (Montague et al., 1990; Gambrell & Chasen, 1991; Calfee & Patrick, 1995;
Vallescorsa & deBettencourt, 1997; El-Koumy, 1999; Zumbrunn & Bruning, 2013).
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Table 6
An Example of a Marking Sheet and Scoring
Number

Criteria

Points Allowed

Example of meeting criteria

Score given

1

Hook

1

“lush green country”

1

2

Character described

1

Not described

0

3

Character speaks

1

“Time to get up”

1

4

Character feels

1

“stomach churning”

1

5

Character acts

1

“gently held it”

1

6

Minor character

1

Gemma, their dog

1

7

Setting named

1

New Zealand

1

8

Setting described

1

“lovely little farm”

1

There were 25 scoring criteria. Each criterion was worth one mark except for criteria
17-21 where each of these was worth 3 marks. The 25 categories were grouped in the
following way:
Orientation
Criterion 1 - Hook - students had to capture the reader’s attention at the start of the
story using language features, for example, alliteration.
Criteria 2-6 - characterization, where numbers 2-5 referred to the main character
and number 6 referred to the minor character. Numbers 2-5, are requirements
concerning the main character’s appearance, speech, emotions and actions. Number 6,
minor character, requires that the student names and gives a minor character a limited
role in the story.
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Criteria 7-9 - setting. Number 7 requires students to geographically name
the setting, number 8 describe it and number 9 chronologically name it.
Criteria 10-11 – theme. Number 10, Theme named requires students to name a
topic or subject and write on it in the story. Number 11, Theme communicated requires
the student to communicate a message about the topic/subject.
Criterion 12 - story problem/goal. Number 12, Problem (goal) communicated
requires students to communicate a crisis or conflict (or goal) in the
orientation/complication that a character encounters with him/herself, another or
society.
Storyline
Criteria 13-15 and 22 - plot storyline. Number 13, Orientation exposition written,
requires students to give background information about the characters, setting and/or
theme. Number 14, Complication climax written, requires students to reach a tense,
dramatic crisis point or peak in the storyline. Number 15, Resolution denouement
written, requires students to produce a relaxed, untangled story conclusion. Number 22,
Plot formulated requires students to create a storyline with rising and falling tension.
This means students must score one mark each for numbers thirteen to fifteen, to
gain mark twenty-two.
Style
Criteria 16 -17 and 23. Number 16 Composition describes requires students to use
language features to create mental images and describe the story events. Number 17,
Composition paragraphed, requires students to correctly differentiate introductory,
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body and concluding paragraphs (worth three points). A mark is given for each
paragraph correctly demarcated. Number 23 also concerns composition. Number 23,
Plot uniquely voiced requires students to arrange language features, literary devices and
elements to create a distinct writing style.
Complication
Criteria 18-21 - plot. Number 18, Plot episode problem (goal) stated, requires
students to state three problems or goals, over three episodes, in the story. Likewise,
numbers 19, Plot episode reaction stated, 20 Plot action stated and 21, Plot outcome
stated requires that students state reactions, actions and outcomes over three episodes.
Resolution/Moral
Criteria 24-25 - Resolution (or conclusion) and moral of the story. Number 24,
Resolution solved – how/why requires students to show how and/or why the problem
is solved (or not) in the end. Number 25, Coda teaches, requires students to teach a
lesson, give a moral that illuminates the theme.
Two trained markers collaboratively evaluated the student narrative writing
pre/mid and posttest stories for quality. After discussion and consensus, each
narrative composition gained a mark out of thirty-five for quality for every story
element aspect included as explained on the criteria sheet and listed on the mark
sheet. Stories were not marked for quantity or length. Spelling, punctuation and
grammar were not assessed.
Scoring of story planners
Major and/or minor characters were named on a number of story planners.
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One mark was given for naming a major character and another for naming a minor.
Major characters were the main actors in the story and minor were the lesser ones.
When students used planners to plan stories, most identified a main and minor character
which increased the planning quality.
Where and when a story was set was recorded on a number of story planners.
One mark was given for where the story took place and another for when it occurred.
Where the story was located was the geographical/locale setting and when the story
happened was the chronological/time setting. When students used planners to plan
stories, most identified where the story was set but fewer identified when so the
quality of planning decreased.
The story problem and resolution was outlined on a number of planners. One
mark was given for explaining the problem and another for explaining the resolution.
The problem was the crisis the main character faced with him/her self, another
character, the environment or society. The resolution was how and/or why the
problem was solved. When students used the story planners to plan, the problem and
resolution were usually both stated. So the students gained two marks for planning
quality. When just the problem was stated only one mark was awarded. The story plot
was outlined by an episode on a number of planners. Four marks could be awarded
each episode. One mark was designated for every episode problem (or goal), reaction,
action and outcome. The problem was a crisis or conflict. (The goal was a desire or
aim). The reaction was a physical or emotion response. And the outcome was the
solving of the immediate problem or attaining of the goal. Twelve marks could be
awarded in total for plot episodes. When students used a story planner for planning the
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most awarded mark was one, for action. Most students did not plan an episode
problem, reaction or outcome. Student planning of story plots was not of a high
quality.
The theme could be explicitly and implicitly expressed on planners. The theme
is the message that the story communicates. One mark was given if a theme was
inferred or stated. Only nine students communicated a theme on their story planners
and all did so explicitly. Theme was the least planned story element on the story
planners and therefore also contributed to a decrease in planning quality.
Topic was the subject students were given to write about. Some students
first expressed the topic on the story booklet title page, planner or story script header
space (as titles hint of the theme) or the story script. One mark was given for writing
on the set topic. In the mid and posttest, the country school children (except two)
wrote off topic which affected not only planning but story quality. The town
students always wrote on topic which improved both.
Scoring of Paragraphs, Beginning, Middle and End and Words
Stories were divided into paragraphs when a new idea or scene developed. The
markers checked student stories to make sure that these were correctly paragraphed. If
paragraphs were not, markers discussed why and where the paragraphs should start and
finish and marked these using the paragraph symbols ([ or ]). This step was necessary in
order to later evaluate the orientation, complication and resolution. If students
independently correctly paragraphed their own stories they could earn up to three marks
for quality (one for beginning, one for middle, one for end paragraphs), on the story
structure mark sheet. However, when story quantity was calculated marks were awarded
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for ideation. The marker would record a mark for each paragraph generated no matter
who physically marked it out in the text. Paragraph numbers ranged from 1 to
12. The highest score was 12 and the lowest was one.
Paragraphs were assigned either to the beginning, middle or end of the story.
All students were given instruction about these story stages. The markers marked out
the beginning (orientation), middle (complication) and end (resolution) of each student
story when evaluating these for quality against the story structure mark sheet. So when
the stories were marked for quantity the number of sections were counted and if present
were given a mark. One mark was given for the beginning, another for the middle and a
third for the end. Most children wrote a beginning and middle for their story and
therefore attained two marks for quantity, one for each section. This also indicated that
most student stories were incomplete.
The length of stories from beginning to end was calculated by counting every
word a student wrote (but not including the title). If students incorrectly combined
words into compound words these were counted as two words. Twenty one words was
the least amount written, in the country school mid-test by a female, special needs
student; 771 words was the most written, in the town school mid-test by a very good
female, reader and writer. The number of words written also affected the number of
lines and pages written. These were all measures of story writing quantity.
Summary
The study began with 50 students from two primary schools, one in a rural area
and one in a city area. Of those 50, 41 completed all three assessments (rural school =
18; city school = 23). Screening data showed that the country school had better writers
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than the city school, their students were older, and there were more girls
proportionately in the country school. When the children were matched and randomly
assigned to experimental groups, these initial differences disappeared.
Students were paired and matched as closely as possible according to age,
gender, ethnicity, ESOL, and writing ability, and randomly assigned to a control group
or an intervention group. The intervention group was taught by the classroom teacher;
the control group was taught by the researcher.
The children were pretested on a story picture stimulus devised by the
researcher. After that, all students were given three one-hour lessons. At the end of
three lessons they had completed a midtest story that related to the lessons. A day
later, children completed a posttest story but this time using a different picture
stimulus to that of the mid- and pretest. The children’s stories, pre, mid and post, were
scored by the researcher and two trained markers using a 25-criteria scoring scheme
worth a total of 35 points. Children’s use of story planners for writing was also
assessed. Other aspects of the stories were studied as well, including line spacing,
number of paragraphs, whether the story had a beginning, middle, and end, and the
number of words written. The scores of the experimental and control groups for these
variables were compared.
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Chapter 4:
Quantitative Results
This study investigated the effect of teaching children story structure writing
strategies. Children in the study were assigned to groups balanced in terms of gender,
ethnicity, and writing attainment, using data provided by their schools. Children were
then randomly assigned either to an experimental or a control group. The prediction was
that the story structure instruction for the experimental group would lead to better story
planning, to better quality of writing and to improvement in other aspects of writing
such as line spacing and number of words written.
Research question 1 – This question asked whether the intervention led to an
improvement in writing for the experimental group. The results showed that in the city
school the experimental group did better than the control in one aspect of writing:
orientation. However, the control group did better than the intervention group in style.
In the country school the intervention group did better at both mid and posttest in
orientation than the control group, and in the posttest, better in style.
Research question 2 – This question asked if the intervention led to improvement in
story planning for the intervention group. The results showed that the intervention
group in the city school made better used of the Story Planner than the control group at
mid test but not at posttest. In the country school the intervention group made better use
of the story planner at mid test and posttest.
Research question 3 – This question asked whether the intervention group gained in
other aspects of story production such as number of words written, paragraphing, line
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spacing, or the use of beginning, middle, and end. The results showed no differences
between the groups in either the city or the country school.
Quantitative results
Although two schools participated in the study and completed the testing, there
was a misunderstanding among the children in the country school about the topics for
writing. Children in the country school wrote on topic for the pretest but not for the
midtest and posttest. They did not write on the story topics assigned (cows/calves at
midtest and rooster/hens/chickens at postest) but wrote on entirely different topics
altogether, with story titles like Tricky Terence is in Trouble, Midnight Snacks,
Darkness, The Mysteries, The Rabbit, Brick Bully, and Big Foot. In contrast, in the
pretest they did write on topic about the illustration of the dog and puppies with titles
like Shared Bone, Poor Puppy, Run Away Bone, The Dog Who Died, and The Mischief
Puppy. There may have been a misunderstanding at midtest and posttest so that children
thought they could write on a totally different topic if they could not think of something
related to the illustration. Writing off topic was the case for nearly all children in both
the experimental and control groups in the country school so it was not necessarily a
problem when comparing progress of the two groups in the country school but it did
mean that it was impossible to combine their work with the city school for data analysis
because the country and city children wrote on different topics. Thus, the results for each
school are reported here separately.
Overview of the results
The stories written by the children in the city school were initially scored
according to 25 different categories. Rather than report 25 categories, these criteria
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were grouped into five categories: orientation, complication, resolution/moral, and
writing style. In addition a total score across all five categories was also
calculated. The 25 items in the scoring system could each have been compared
separately but it was felt that this would dramatically increase the number of
statistical tests and would introduce type 1 error. So the scoring rubric was
reduced to 5 categories based on 25 items. These categories were analysed
statistically for possible improvements in quality of writing as a result of the story
structure lessons.
In addition, stories were scored according to other aspects of writing: line spacing,
paragraphing, whether the story had a beginning, middle, and end, and the number of
words written. Story grammar training does not usually show improvements in line
spacing or paragraphing but the researcher included these because in some standardized
tests (such as TOWL) it is assessed as part of writing quality. Although the research
shows more positive correlation of writing quality with number of words written
(Crossley et al., 2012; Geissler et al., 2009; Troia & Graham, 2002) than with factors
such as paragraphing, these variables were included for completeness. Finally, the
extent to which children used a story planner was compared. Data on planner use were
analysed only for midtest and postest because few children used the story planner at
pretest.
Results for the city school
Part 1 –Story quality analysis
Table 7 below compares the two groups (experimental and control) for differences in
writing quality at pretest. This was done with a multivariate ANOVA. The use of
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MANOVA assumes linear relationship among dependent variables. A correlation
matrix check of these variables found that some were correlated significantly and all
were correlated to some extent. Tables 8 and 9 compare the two groups at midtest
and posttest. The difference scores for the two groups at midtest and posttest were
compared using ANCOVA with pretest score as the covariate.
Final sample size. There were 23 children in the city school (11 experimental –
3 girls 8 boys; 12 control – 8 girls, 4 boys) who completed all three assessments. There
were 18 children in the country school (9 experimental – 7 girls and 2 boys; 9 control –
5 girls, 4 boys) who completed all three assessments.
Scoring of stories for data analysis. The scoring of story quality was as
follows. Orientation =12 marks (hook = 1, characters = 5, setting =3, theme = 2,
problem = 1); Complication = 12 (problem = 3; reaction = 3; action = 3, outcome = 3);
Storyline = 4 (exposition = 1; climax = 1; denouement = 1; plot formulated = 1); Resolution
of problem = 2 (problem solved = 1; coda =1); Style = 5 (description = 1; paragraphed 3;
voice = 1). Total score across levels was 35.

Scoring for the story planner: total = 19 made up of: characters = 2 (main=1,
minor=1); setting = 2 (place=1, time=1); problem/resolution = 2 (problem = 1,
resolution =1), plot = 12 (problem = 3, reaction = 3, action = 3, outcome =3),
theme (message) = 1.Scoring for other aspects of the story: line spacing = 2
(single=1, double=2); paragraphing = 3 (introduction = 1, body = 1, conclusion
=1); beginning/middle/end = 3; total words – no limit.
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Pretest
As shown in Table 7, children’s results at pretest for each group were compared.
The results showed no difference in quality of writing for any of the scoring criteria at
pretest. The multivariate F (Wilks lambda) was not significant. This indicates that the
two groups were equivalent at pretest.
Table 7
City School: Pretest Mean Scores and SDs for Story Quality- MANOVA
Experimental

Control

F(1,21)

Orientation

4.27 (1.95)

5.17 (2.44)

0.93

Complication

5.36 (2.58)

6.83 (2.41)

2.00

Storyline

1.09 (.83)

0.75 (.87)

0.92

Resolution/Moral

0.09 (.30)

0.00 (.00)

-

Style

1.36 (1.36)

1.25 (1.22)

0.84

Across Levels

12.18 (3.74)

14.00(5.83)

0.78

Note: * p<.05, **<.01
Midtest
As shown in Table 8, children’s results at midtest for each group were compared. The
ANCOVA results showed no difference in quality of writing for any of the scoring criteria at
midtest.
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Table 8

City School: Midtest Mean Scores and SDs for Story Quality –ANCOVA
Experimental

Control

F(1,20)

Orientation

5.64 (2.06)

5.33 (1.44)

0.26

Complication

4.55 (2.66)

5.75 (3.28)

0.60

Storyline

1.18 (.75)

1.08 (1.31)

0.00

Resolution/Moral

0.45 (.52)

0.08 (.29)

3.30

Style

1.73 (1.01)

1.83 (1.34)

0.11

Across Levels

13.55 (5.63)

14.08 (5.90)

0.00

Note: * p<.05, **<.01
Posttest
As shown in Table 9, children’s results at posttest for each group were compared.
The ANCOVA showed a difference in favour of the experimental group for orientation
(d = .39) and in favour of the control group for style (d=.65) but no difference for the
other categories including the total score (across levels). [Note: d= Cohen’s effect size:
.2 = small effect, .5 = medium effect, and .8 = large effect]
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Table 9
City School: Posttest Mean Scores and SDs for Story Quality - ANCOVA
Experimental

Control

F(1,20)

Orientation

6.36 (2.38)

5.50 (1.98)

4.50*

Complication

8.09 (2.43)

6.50 (3.29)

2.87

Storyline

1.36 (1.29)

1.25 (1.14)

0.00

Resolution/Moral

0.36 (.50)

0.33 (.49)

0.10

Style

1.18 (1.25)

2.00 (1.28)

4.69*

17.36 (5.52)

15.58 (6.87)

2.54

Across Levels
Note: * p<.05, **<.01

Part 2 – Analysis of children’s use of a story planner
Children’s story planners at pretest, midtest and posttest were examined. Of the 23
children, only 10 (43%) used a planner in the pretest, 21 (91%) used a planner in the
midtest, and 17 (74%) used a planner in the posttest. Children made more use of a story
planner provided to them at mid and posttest than they did at pretest. Due to the small
number of children (n=10) using a planner at pretest, the two groups (n=16) were
compared only at mid, and posttest. There was a significant difference in favour of the
experimental group for amount of information written on the planner at midtest
(d=1.16) but there was no difference at posttest.
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Table 10
City School: Posttest Mean Scores and SDs for Story Planner - MANOVA

Experimental

Control

F(1,14)

Midtest

8.11 (3.02)

5.00 (2.31)

5.09*

Posttest

4.67 (1.94)

6.14 (2.79)

1.56
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Part 3 – Mechanics of children’s writing during the study
Pretest
As shown in Table 11, city children’s results at pretest for each group were
compared. The results showed no difference in mechanics for any of the scoring criteria
at pretest. The multivariate ANOVA was not significant. This indicates that the two
groups were equivalent at pretest.
Table 11
City School: Pretest Mean Scores and SDs for Story Mechanics - and MANOVA
results
Experimental

Control

F(1,21)

Line spacing

1.64 (.50)

1.33 (.49)

2.12

Paragraphing

3.82 (1.94)

4.17 (1.19)

0.28

B/M/E

2.09 (.70)

1.92 (.29)

0.63

Midtest
As shown in Table 12, city children’s results at midtest for each group were
compared. The results showed no difference in mechanics for any of the scoring
criteria.
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Table 12
Experimental

Control

F(1,20)

Line spacing

1.36 (.50)

1.58 (.51)

0.98

Paragraphing

3.64 (1.75)

4.92 (2.84)

1.30

B/M/E

2.09 (.59)

2.25 (.45)

0.37

Words

174.64 (74.79)

278.92 (204.00)

0.98

Note: * = p<.05, ** = p<.01
Posttest
As shown in Table 13, children’s results at posttest for each group were compared.
The results showed no difference in mechanics for any of the scoring criteria.
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Table 13
City School: Posttest Mean Scores and SDs for Story Mechanics - and ANCOVA
results
Experimental
Control
F(1,20)
Line spacing

1.45 (.52)

1.75 (.45)

3.86

Paragraphing

4.91 (2.55)

5.42 (2.61)

0.04

B/M/E

2.09 (.30)

2.33 (.49)

2.63

Words

236.27 (121.92)

277.83 (157.87)

0.08

Note: * = p<.05, ** = p<.01
Results for the country school
Part 1 –Story quality analysis
Pretest
As shown in Table 14, children’s results at pretest for each group were compared.
The results showed no difference in quality of writing for any of the scoring criteria at
pretest. The multivariate ANOVA was not significant. The two groups were equivalent
at pretest.
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Table 14
Country School: Pretest Mean Scores and SDs for Story Quality- MANOVA
Experimental

Control

F(1, 16)

Orientation

6.56 (1.51)

7.33 (2.40)

0.68

Complication

6.67 (3.08)

8.44 (3.97)

1.13

Storyline

1.78 (1.09)

1.89 (1.05)

0.05

Resolution/Moral

0.78 (.44)

0.89 (.33)

0.36

Style

1.22 (.97)

1.11 (1.27)

0.04

19.78 (7.24)

1.09

Across Levels

17.00 (3.39)

Note: * = p<.05, ** = p<.01
Midtest
As shown in Table 15, children’s results at midtest for each group were compared.
The ANCOVA results for writing quality showed a significant difference in favour of the
experimental group compared with the control group across levels (d=.91) and in
orientation (d = 1.32).
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Table 15
Country School: Midtest Mean Scores and SDs for Story Quality –ANCOVA
Experimental

Control

F(1,15)

Orientation

7.33 (1.73)

5.00 (1.80)

23.74**

Complication

8.00 (3.12)

6.89 (3.48)

1.24

Storyline

0.89 (.93)

0.89 (.78)

0.00

Resolution/Moral

0.56 (.73)

0.00 (.00)

-

Style

2.33 (1.00)

1.67 (1.12)

1.69

Across Levels

19.11 (4.83)

14.44 (5.41)

11.56**

Note: * p<.05, ** <.01

Posttest
As shown in Table 16, children’s results at posttest for each group were
compared. The ANCOVA results for writing quality showed a difference in favour of
the experimental group compared with the control group in orientation (d=1.24) and
in style (d=.89) but no difference in the other categories including total scores across
levels.
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Table 16
Country School: Posttest Mean Scores and SDs for Story Quality – ANCOVA
Experimental

Control

F(1,15)

Orientation

7.22 (1.56)

5.33 (1.50)

6.00*

Complication

5.33 (2.69)

5.33 (2.12)

0.04

Storyline

1.00 (1.32)

0.89 (.78)

0.13

Resolution/Moral

0.22 (.44)

0.22 (.44)

0.01

Style

2.33 (.50)

1.44 (1.33)

4.93*

16.11 (5.04)

13.22 (4.15)

2.63

Across Levels
Note: * p<.05, ** <.01
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Part 2 – Country school: Analysis of children’s use of a story planner
Children’s story planners at pretest, midtest and posttest were examined. Of the 18
children, 18 used a planner in the pretest, 17 used a planner in the midtest, and 18 used a
planner in the posttest. There was a significant difference in favour of the experimental
group in the depth of using a planner at midtest (d=1.40) and posttest (d=1.18).
Table 17
Country School: Posttest Mean Scores and SDs for Story Planner - MANOVA
Experimental

Control

F(1,15)

Pretest

8.22 (3.42)

7.00 (3.96)

0.47

Midtest

8.22 (3.03)

4.00 (3.02)

8.23*

Posttest

6.00 (2.78)

2.75 (2.49)

6.36*

Note: * p<.05, ** <.01
Part 3 – Mechanics of children’s writing during the study
Pretest
As shown in Table 18, city children’s results at pretest for each group were
compared. The results showed no difference in mechanics for any of the scoring criteria
at pretest. The multivariate ANOVA was not significant. This indicates that the two
groups were equivalent at pretest.
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Table 18
Country School: Pretest Mean Scores and SDs for Story Mechanics - and MANOVA
results
Experimental
Control
F(1,16)
Line spacing

1.44 (.53)

1.33 (.50)

0.21

Paragraphing

4.11 (1.05)

5.33 (1.58)

3.72

B/M/E

2.44 (.53)

2.44 (.73)

0.00

Words

170.11 (55.29)

212.00 (100.25)

1.21

Note: * = p<.05, ** = p<.01
Midtest
As shown in Table 19, city children’s results at midtest for each group were
compared. The results showed no difference in mechanics for any of the scoring
criteria.
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Table 19
Country School: Midtest Mean Scores and SDs for Story Mechanics - and ANCOVA
results
Experimental
Control
F(1,15)
Line spacing

1.44 (.53)

1.22 (.44)

0.72

Paragraphing

4.44 (1.67)

4.00 (1.50)

3.69

B/M/E

1.89 (.33)

2.11 (.60)

1.06

Words

261.67 (134.22)

224.89 (114.97)

2.62

Note: * = p<.05, ** = p<.01
Posttest
As shown in Table 20, children’s results at pretest for each group were compared.
The results showed no difference in mechanics for any of the scoring criteria.

Table 20
Country School: Posttest Mean Scores and SDs for Story Mechanics - and ANCOVA
results
Experimental
Control
F(1,15)
Line spacing

1.33 (.50)

1.11 (.33)

0.95

Paragraphing

3.67 (.87)

3.67 (1.80)

0.13

B/M/E

2.11 (.33)

2.22 (.44)

0.41

Words

194.78 (73.67)

193.67 (78.83)

1.04

Note: * = p<.05, ** = p<.01
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Summary
The results for the city school showed that the experimental group did better
than the control group in orientation at posttest. The control group did better in style.
The experimental group made better use of a story planner (the Story Structure Planner)
at midtest.
The results for the country school showed that the experimental group did better
than the control group in orientation at midtest and posttest and in style at posttest. The
country experimental children made more use of a story planner at midtest and posttest
than the control group. In the midtest the control group story planner had the basic
planner outline which was a page divided into beginning, middle, and end. At midtest
the experimental group had a more detailed planner (the Story Structure Planner) with
space to write about setting, characters, plot, and theme. At posttest both groups had the
same basic format planner of beginning, middle, and end but the experimental group
seemed to make more use of it. It may be that they had remembered the categories from
the detailed planner they had used at midtest.
In terms of mechanics (e.g., line spacing) there were no clear effects for either
the country or city children perhaps reflecting that the lessons did not focus on these
aspects of story writing.
There was no difference between groups in number of paragraphs or number of
words written, or in the extent to which there was a beginning, middle, or end.
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Chapter 5: Qualitative Results – Analysis of Children’s Writing
In this chapter, three examples of scoring of stories are reported to illustrate how the
scoring criteria were applied to stories.
Example of higher quality writing
During the pre and post-test scoring, the markers encountered narratives with
good and not-so-good story structure. The narrative with the best structure (see
Appendix KK), scoring 31 out of 35, was written in the post-test control group by a
student from the town school, a Year Six girl aged 11 with a reading age of 13+ years
who writes according to her class teacher well above her age. See Appendix LL for a
detailed discussion and tabulated analysis of the town student’s narrative as outlined
below.
The town student scored mark (1) for writing an orientation that hooked the
reader. She grabbed the reader’s attention by using imagery, (lush green country) and
alliteration, (massive mucky mess). The orientation is catchy.
The student scored marks for characterization. But since the main character
was not physically described mark (2) was not awarded. However, mark (3) was
because direct speech was used to enable a main character to speak. A main character,
mum, Christine shouts, “Time to get up Neil, time to get up Hayley and Olivia!” The
student also scores mark (4) because she communicates another main character’s lively
personality when she reports that Neil calls “Christine, Hayley, Olivia, come look at
this” with “his stomach turning inside him with excitement”.

She also uses an

exciting verb, “held” and adverb, “gently” to describe another main character’s actions.
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Appropriately, the writer states that “Hayley picked up one of the chicks and gently
held it in her arms”; she expresses that the chick was softly cradled in her arms. So the
student gained mark (5). Mark (6) minor character mentioned was also awarded since a
minor character exists. A pet was named and given a limited role in the story; that is
“Gemma, their dog, mother of Lola walked in. Gemma lolloped over playfully”. The
characters are developed.
The student scored marks for setting. She gained Mark (7) for geographically
naming, “New Zealand” as the place that the story is set, (specifically the Lomas farm),
mark (8) for geographically describing the setting, New Zealand, (as previously
discussed above) and the “lovely little farm” but no mark for (9) because when the story
takes place is not chronologically named. Where the story is set is established but not
when.
The student scored marks for theme. She gained mark (10) for naming and
writing on the subject, “The Storm” and mark (11) for communicating a message to the
audience; that storms change the New Zealand landscape. So “After a storm the country
is a massive, mucky mess! ... Sometimes more than just muck gets thrown around.
Sometimes it could be tiny, baby animals” and if these live they are “lucky to survive”.
The theme is explicitly stated.
The previous quotes also communicate a problem in the orientation. The
writer subtly implies that there is an environmental problem, “The Storm” that causes a
crisis for certain characters. But later, she explicitly states a conflict between a main
and a minor character when she writes, ““Hello Lola.” Said Hayley, as their puppy Lola
walked into her room trying to bite everything, “Ahh! No! Nooooo!” Growled Hayley.
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“No Biting!”” There is a real problem between Lola, the minor character, now
antagonist and Hayley, the main character, protagonist. Lola is trying to “bite
everything”, most likely including Hayley’s hands those which later on “gently
hold” and consequently rescue the storm blown chick. Either the implicit or explicit
story problem is worthy of mark (12) but the explicit story problem was awarded the
mark. Yet the overall story problem is still the storm.
An orientation exposition was written. In paragraphs one and two, of the
orientation, a number of statements provided background information about the
characters, setting and theme so mark (13) was awarded. In the opening line of the story,
the reader immediately learns, through a simple descriptive declarative sentence, factual
information, about the setting. That is that “New Zealand was a great place with all of
its lush green country and non-polluted cities”. Next the theme, “a storm” is mentioned
accompanied by the prior knowledge that “After, a storm the country is a massive,
mucky mess!” The writer recalls real life experience (having lived through the
Canterbury earthquakes) that natural disasters wreak havoc with the environment. The
exposition continues in paragraph two. Actually, the entire paragraph is an exposition,
where the reader learns the familial history of the characters. The writer recounts that
“The Lomas family lived on a lovely little farm in the countryside, near Akaroa. They
had horses, pigs, sheep, cows and, of course, chickens! Neil was the stepfather of
Hayley and Olivia. He was married to their mother, Christine.” The use of language
devices, throughout the paragraph, for example, alliteration, in the initial line, “Lomas…
lived… lovely little”, listing - “horses, pigs, sheep, cows, and… chickens”, and the use
of two sentences with indirect objects, “Hayley and Olivia” and “Christine” cleverly
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introduce the main characters, “ The Lomas Family” and their minor counterparts,
the farm animals. The exposition establishes the story context.
The complication climax is written. By paragraph seven a tense, dramatic peak
arises in the storyline. It begins, “Suddenly a strong wind blew through the farm.
Olivia got blown into the air but Hayley caught her arm. Suddenly they both flew into
the air.” This escalation of events to crisis point achieves an anxious elevation of mood
in the reader. Enough to secure one mark for the first episode problem (see mark 18)
and another, mark (14), as the complication climax is written. The story summit is
convincingly reached.
The resolution denouement is written. By the last resolution paragraph, another
mark (15) is gained because a denouement is reached and the tension subsides. A
relaxed, untangled story conclusion is produced exclaiming, “They lived a very happy
life from then on with the chicks, Yucky, Mucky, Chucky and, of course… Lucky! The
reader learns that despite the havoc wreaking storm the characters live forever in
happiness. The use of rhyme, “Yucky, Mucky, Chucky and, of course… Lucky” echoes
this playful, joyful note. The denouement resolves the story problem.
The story composition was descriptive. The sentences contained a variety of
grammatical structures. The student used adjectives and adverb, language devices and
figurative language to create mental images and describe the story events. To gain mark
(16) composition describes, a story had to contain at least one example of adjectives,
adverbs, language devices and figurative language. The student used many language
techniques, for example atmosphere, rhyme, onomatopoeia, repetition, listing,
juxtaposition, declarative, interrogative, exclamatory, imperative, simple, complex
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sentences, and therefore more than meet the criteria. Also a special type of metaphor,
personification, “This apple had little legs… and it was sitting on something”, was used
to describe an apple to make it a focal point for the characters, Hayley, Oliva and Neil
and the reader. The internal paragraph sentence structures were imaginative.
The story composition was also paragraphed. So marks for (17) composition
paragraphed were awarded. Three marks (one each), were awarded for correctly
differentiated introductory, body and concluding paragraphs. All paragraph breaks were
accurately demarcated. Introductory paragraphs (one to three) did not encroach on body
paragraphs (four to ten) which were likewise distinguished from concluding paragraphs
(eleven to twelve). A line was skipped between each paragraph to indicate the end of
one paragraph and the beginning of another. There were no run on paragraphs that the
markers had to separate. The external paragraph structure of the narrative was flawless.
Marks were scored for plot episodes. Firstly, marks were awarded for (18) plot
episode problem stated. A mark was given for the initial lines, in paragraph seven,
“Suddenly a strong wind blew through the farm. Olivia got blown in the air…”, another
for the opening line of paragraph eight, “Suddenly the flap of the chicken coop turned
upside-down and the chicks got blown out!”, a real dilemma. And the last for the first
line of paragraph ten, a sentence that stated an event but posed a problem or puzzle;
“Hayley picked up the apple and what was under it... was it alive?” Three problems
were stated across three plot episodes.
Another three marks were awarded for (19) plot episode reaction stated.
Five reactions were noted. “Gemma, their dog, mother of Lola” (paragraph four)
reacted playfully to Oliva. Neil reacted with surprise when “he felt a warm, fuzzy
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body” (paragraph five). The children reacted in fear when they “screamed. Don’t let
go!” (paragraph seven). Christine reacted responsibly when “she led the charge to
run after the chick” (paragraph eight). And Hayley reacted decisively when she
decided that there was “Only one way to find out…” if the chick was alive
(paragraph ten). Each plot reaction was followed by an action.
A further three marks were added for (20) plot episode action stated. A
number of events were written. Olivia called “Gemma, Gemmy, Gemmy, Gemmy!”
(paragraph four), Neil “opened the flap and reached in for the eggs” (paragraph five),
and called “Christine, Hayley, Olivia, come look at this” (paragraph six). Hayley
“caught Olivia’s arm” (paragraph seven). “Christine closed the flap and locked it”
(paragraph eight) and “Christine slowed to a walk as she went over a little hill”
(paragraph nine) then “Hayley picked up the apple” (paragraph ten). The verbs “called,
opened, reached, called, caught, closed, locked, slowed, went, picked” denote action, a
string of events that draw out the storyline between exposition and denouement.
An additional two marks were credited for (21) plot episode outcome stated.
Firstly, for the last sentence in paragraph seven, “Neil pulled them down and carried
them into the shelter of the hen house roof” because it resolved the crisis of Olivia and
Hayley “flying in the air”. And for the last sentence of paragraph ten, “Olivia picked up
the chick from Hayley’s hand and held it out for Neil, who examined it before handing
it to Christine who declared it ‘ALIVE!’” because it solved the problem “what was
under it… and was it alive?” No other outcome was written in the story. Overall, the
student attained marks for aspects of three plot episodes written throughout the
complication.
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The student wrote a dramatic story. The plot was formulated so mark (22) was
awarded. The story included an exposition, climax and denouement. This created a
storyline with rising and falling tension. The storyline was prototypical.
The plot was uniquely voiced. So mark (23) was awarded. Throughout the
story languages features and literary devices were used to create a distinct writing style.
The story genuinely sounded good, it resounded; the writer’s voice could be heard. The
plot echoed the writer’s persona.
The story resolution is established. So mark (24) is awarded. Paragraph ten,
shows how the story problem is solved. The storm tossed chick is “picked up… from
Hayley’s hands” and “held” by Olivia, then “examined” by Neil “before handing it to
Christine who declared it ALIVE!” Hands again symbolize assistance, safety and
liberation from “The Storm”. The chick is delivered “ALIVE” at the hands of the main
characters. These actions performed hand to hand show how the devastation of the
storm is resolved and imply why; because people work together to safeguard life. This
revelation is a resolution because it shows how and why the implied story problem is
solved in the end.
No coda is established. So mark (25) coda teaches is not awarded. At the end,
the writer’s tone is light-hearted, there is no coda that teaches a lesson; no moral that
illuminates the theme. The reader is left to draw their own conclusions.
A lesser piece of writing at pretest
Stories that lacked structure did not score well. The narrative with the worst
structure, scoring 5 out of 35 was written in the pre-test intervention group, by a student
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from the town school, a Year Six boy, aged eleven who writes according to his class
teacher well below his age and Year Six level. The student wrote a simply structured,
incomplete story that did not engage the reader but it had some merit (see Appendix
MM, the student’s story and Appendix NN, the Markers Analysis of Town Student’s
Pre-Test Story with the Weakest Story Structure).
Two story elements were used to compose the narrative. The student scored
mark (10) theme named because he gave a story title, “A Dog Called Tyler” and wrote
on this subject. He gained mark (13) orientation exposition written because he gave
some background information about the main character, Tyler, in the opening
paragraph. He wrote, “He liked dog meat and bones. Tyler had a puppy the puppy’s
mum died just after he was born. His name was puppy.” Then two lines were skipped to
indicate the start of the next paragraph also the start of the complication. And since the
introductory and only body paragraph were correctly differentiated, the student was
awarded two out of three marks, for (17) composition paragraphed. The complication
began, “One day when puppy woke up, Tyler was still asleep.” This compound
sentence (consisting of two simple sentences) scored one mark for (20) plot episode
action stated. Although two action or verb phrases “woke up” and “was still asleep” are
written, only one mark was given per episode for an action stated. Theme and plot were
the only story elements developed in the story. Character and setting were not.
Descriptive language was used ineffectively. Marks were not given for
cliché (overused) descriptions like “dog meat” even though “dog” is an adjective
(descriptor) describing the noun (name) meat, the two words commonly appear
together (and may even one day be a compound word) so were not considered as
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evidence of descriptive writing. Even if the markers considered that “normally”, an
adverb (descriptor) describing the verb (action), “awake” as evidence of descriptive
language, no other language features were used to describe the story events. This
meant that mark (16) composition describes could not be awarded. Descriptive
language did not develop the story elements.
Planning and application also affected narrative development. It is evident that
the student did not write as much as the previous student (see Appendix KK). Even in
the planning stage the student did not write as much as the previous student (see
Appendix KK). He only wrote “A dog named Tyler”. In contrast, the first student
completely filled her planner
A not-so-good piece of writing at posttest
The narrative with the worst story structure in the post-test, scoring 8 out of 35
was written in the control group, by a Year Six boy aged eleven who receives spelling
assistance and writes according to his class teacher well below his age and Year Six
level. Like the first boy, this boy wrote a simply structured, incomplete story that did
not engage the reader (see Appendix OO, the student’s story and Appendix PP, the
Marker’s Analysis of a Town Student’s Post-Test Story with the Weakest Story
Structure).
Characterization was poor. The main character was shallow. He did not
dialogue, think, feel or act. So marks were not awarded for these attributes.
However, mark (2) was awarded because the main character was physically
described as a “chicken farmer”. Overall, the main character was flat.
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The setting was partially established. Mark (9) was awarded because the
setting was chronologically named as spring (“spriging”). But where the setting was
geographically set was not named or described. The setting was incomplete.
The theme was limited. The title, “The Ducklings that have a Chicken for a
Mum” was written so mark (10) theme named was awarded but this topic was not fully
developed. Furthermore, mark (11) theme communicated was not awarded because the
story failed to deliver a message. The theme was unconvincing.
The plot was not prototypical. At the beginning of the story, background
information was given about the farmer, “tom pairis” that he had “faverit chickens”.
Detail was also given about his “Brown Shavers chickens” and “peaking ducks” that
“They were laying eggs… because it was Breading season”. So mark (13) was awarded
as an orientation exposition was written. But no complication climax or resolution
denouement were written. Consequently the plot was not developed.
The story was paragraphed. Two marks were awarded for (17) composition
paragraphed as the introductory and middle paragraphs were correctly demarcated.
No mark was given for concluding paragraphs as none were written. The story just
ended abruptly.
The story episodes were noticeably incomplete. There were no problems,
reactions or outcomes stated. Although two marks were awarded for (20) plot action
stated. There were “hatching” eggs in paragraph two and ducklings who “ate” stolen
food in paragraph three. The verbs “hatching” and “ate” denote the only action in story.
The storyline was weak.
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The story was lengthy but structurally incomplete. Although this student wrote
more than the second student, his story read as more of a recount than a narrative. The
story recalled detail but lacked narrative structure. Unlike the first student’s story that
had a well formed plot, setting, theme and characters. And although the third student
briefly planned (see Appendix OO) a beginning, “the chicken gets some duck eggs”, a
middle, “the duck eggs hatch in to ducklings” and an end, “the ducks are Big adauls”,
the story did not reach this end. But this student did plan more and consequently wrote
a better narrative than the second. Likewise the first student planned more thoroughly
than the third and then wrote a superior narrative. Structurally incomplete narratives
tended to be scantly planned stories.
Summary of chapter
The scoring of each story using the 25 criteria was appropriate for different kinds
of stories and different quality of stories. Children’s stories varied considerably but as
shown in the chapter the criteria were able to be used with vastly different levels of
story quality.
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Chapter 6: Discussion
The present study found that explicit story structure instruction using the Story
Structure Planner improved the narrative writing of upper primary school children. The
effect of the intervention was more noticeable in the country school. In the city school
the effect was less consistent. The study showed that children can be taught to make
more in-depth use of a story planner to help them with writing. The training did not
have any differential effect on other aspects of writing, however, such as line spacing,
number of paragraphs and words used, or whether the stories had a beginning, middle or
end. It is not clear why the training was less effective in the city school and the design
of the study makes it hard to speculate on why this might be so. The eAsTTle writing
levels of children in the city school were not as high as those in the country school and
perhaps this was a factor, but it is only speculation.
The aim of the study
The aim was to address the writing issue, that is, to show students how to include
more story elements in their writing. As Dymock (2007) points out, “Story grammar
research moves the teacher away from general explanations of story structure (e.g., that
stories have a beginning, middle and end) to the more specific (e.g., that stories have
characters, a theme, and a plot)” (p.162). Such explicit instruction allows students to
internalize story structure until they possess a metacognitive framework from which to
write.
The aim was also to use the CORE approach and the Story Structure Planner to
facilitate teaching of story structure. The planner was intended for children as a writing
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tool to plan and check-off story elements when composing stories. The idea was that as
more story structural elements are employed while writing a story, the quality of the
narrative composition increases. This is how students were meant to improve the
quality of their stories in this study, from pre to post-test.
The study
One factor that might have had an effect was that children in the country school
had a misunderstanding about the story topics at midtest and posttest and wrote stories
on their own subjects rather than on the topics assigned. This might have been a
positive thing in that the strategies taught to them were used for a more free-choice style
of writing. In contrast, the city children all wrote on topic and this may have reduced
the effect of the training in that the topics were constrained.
Lessons learned
A lesson learned was the need to monitor the writing of the children during lesson
time to ensure that they were on topic when they wrote stories.
Limitations
The study had a number of limitations. First, the number of participants
was small. This reduced the statistical power of the study.
The intervention period was not very long. Only three one-hour lessons were
given between pre and posttest across one week whereas in other studies reported in the
literature review, the average number was ten lessons. The intervention was short in
comparison to other story structure studies. However, the length of lesson was at the
top of the range of time given in other studies reported in the literature review, where
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the average time of lesson was forty minutes. In addition, other studies with only three
lessons had reported improvements in story writing (Gambrell & Chasen, 1991; Graves
et al, 1990; Montague et al., 1991) which suggested that three lessons might be
sufficient.
It may be that teaching story structure in the New Zealand context may not
coincide with the usual strategies taught in the classroom. As a result, children may
have found it difficult to use the new strategies taught to them. A future study will need
to look at what is taught in the classroom and perhaps build on this so that children can
more easily learn what is taught.
There was no control for teacher effects. The teacher taught the experimental
group and the researcher taught the control group. Future research needs to balance
teacher effects.
The scoring of stories was complex and time-consuming. The qualitative results
showing analysis of higher and lower quality writing showed that the scoring criteria did
give a chance to examine a wide range of story writing skills. On the other hand, the
scoring of each story took more than 30 minutes which is impractical for a teacher. It
meant that marking class sets could take ten to fifteen hours each. Analysing the data
was also very time-consuming. Future studies need a simpler scoring mechanism.
Due to the small sample size, it was not possible to analyse the data according to
other variables such as gender, ethnicity, and writing ability. Further research with a
larger sample size may show differences in these variables.
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Children may have had different levels of proficient transcription skills
(punctuation, handwriting and spelling) that were not spread evenly across the groups
but then the two groups were matched on writing ability and this was meant to control
for low levels of handwriting.
The study did not use a standardised pre/mid/posttest to evaluate narrative writing
but it seemed unrealistic on this occasion to expect improvement on a standardised test
after just a few days of instruction.
Student planning of stories
The results for use of a story planner did suggest that providing the Story Structure
Planner during the training lessons and showing how to use it improved the ability of the
experimental group to complete a planner compared with the control group.
Positive aspects of the study design
Despite the above limitations, the study met a number of criteria for good design
(Troia, 1999). There was random assignment of children to groups and statistically
equally weighted groups of participants (according to gender, age and writing ability)
at pretest and lessons were of a sizeable length of sixty minutes. There was a control
group who received an alternate treatment (i.e., teaching of main ideas and literary
elements) to control for Hawthorne (novelty) effects. The teachers used the same
scripted lesson materials for instruction. The stories written by children were marked
with a detailed set of marking criteria and were checked by markers who were not
involved in the study and did not know the children. The researcher was present during
the instruction period and this helped to monitor the treatment integrity of the teaching.
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In short, the study had some positive design features to meet Troia’s (1999) criteria for
a good study.
The teaching strategies used in the study
The study used a range of techniques from previous studies to teach story
structure. Nine techniques were not used but these ones were also the least used in other
studies. The study did not use macrocloze story summary tests (although story
summaries were used), story starters, teacher modelled writing, self-management
procedures, including SRSD (which was the third equally most used strategy in
previous studies), drawn and oral narratives (because in this study the students were
able to write), planning webs (cue cards or check offs). However, the study did use the
Story Structure Planner which included a planning web and check off system. In other
words, story-starters, teacher modelled writing, and self-management were the only
techniques not used in the study.
The study used the most common techniques found in research studies to teach
story structure. The study used story structure instruction, practice in reading published
stories, picture stimuli, listening to and recalling/retelling stories, peer discussions,
planning time, answering and generating story questions, and story maps. These were all
positive aspects of the instructional design.
In light of present suggestive findings and the positive literature on story
grammar instruction there is a case for more research on the story grammar strategy for
teaching writing in New Zealand schools. A future study in New Zealand could look at
the effects of teaching story grammar independently rather than with a School Journal
story as in the present study. Future studies in New Zealand could combine text
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structure training with self-regulation strategies such as goal setting, the stop and list
approach, brain storming, and semantic webbing. Future studies could also compare the
effects of story grammar training with other well-known approaches such as free writing
and process writing to see which is more effective.
Concluding statement
Writing is a major issue in New Zealand where nearly one third of children
struggle (Thomas & Ward, 2011) so the results of this study are positive, given the need
to reduce the number of children who find writing difficult. An encouraging finding
was that three hours of intensive story structure instruction over three days could help
children to write better stories.
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